CUSTOM COINS — DIE-STRUCK BRASS AND DIE-CAST

Die-striking and die-casting
give unparalled dimension to
heavyweight coins, ideal for awards
Custom award and commemorative coins have been a
tradition that has spanned centuries. Coins can be used
as a versatile tool for any organization. Not only can they
promote pride, they can also be used as a valuable
marketing tool. Combine your customer’s logo with our
expert craftsmanship, and the result is a long-lasting
token of an organization’s message or an individual’s
outstanding accomplishment.
PRICING
Many variables exist that impact the pricing of coins.
Fluctuating metal market prices, final size and thickness,
and finish all have an impact on pricing. We encourage
special quotes for all coin orders to ensure that we offer
the best options and price. Below is some guideline
pricing for example sizes and thicknesses.

DIE-STRUCK IN SOLID BRASS
■ Highest quality in appearance and durability
■ Heavier in weight
■ Available in sizes up to 2.5 inches
■ More finish options available
■ Limited thickness available.

TWO-SIDED,2-DIMENSIONALDESIGNS
Two-Sided
Thickness
Size

Tooling

100
-249

250
-499

500
-999

1-1/4 inch

2.6 mm

190.00

4.20

3.60

3.20

1-1/2 inch

3.0 mm

200.00

6.10

5.30

4.70

1-3/4 inch

3.2 mm

240.00

7.40

6.50

6.00

G

3A

DIE-CAST ZINC ALLOY
■ More economical process
■ Great option for 3D designs
■ Available in sizes up to 4 inches
■ More thickness options available

TWO-SIDED,2-DIMENSIONALDESIGNS
Two-Sided
Thickness
Size

Tooling

100
-249

250
-499

500
-999

1-1/4 inch

up to 3.0 mm

240.00

4.00

3.10

2.90

1-1/2 inch

up to 3.4 mm

290.00

4.60

3.40

3.20

1-3/4 inch

up to 3.8 mm

320.00

5.00

3.70

3.50

G

3A

3-DIMENSIONAL DESIGNS
Please request special quote for 3-dimensional designs.
FINISH OPTIONS
Color: up to 4 PMS colors, add $0.28 (A) per side.
Goldorsilverfinish: No additional charge.
Antiquesilverfinish: add $0.40 (A).
Sandblast(satin)finish: add $0.30 (A) per side.
Specialgold/silverfinish: Request quote.
Epoxydome: add $0.22 (A) per side.
PACKAGING
Standard: Poly bag (included in price).
Optional: Inquire.
SPECIAL SIZES, LARGER QUANTITIES
Request special quote on sizes not listed above and
quantities of 1,000 pieces or more.
PREPRODUCTION SAMPLE
$70.00 (G) and applicable tooling. Allow 13-15 working days.
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
20 to 25 working days from approval of artwork.
LESS THAN MINIMUM CHARGE
Inquire about availability.
METAL THICKNESS
Available thickness options are noted in the pricing grid.
Refer to illustration below for size reference. Inquire for
availability and pricing of other metal thicknesses.

Coin stand,
add $2.20 (C).
Optional classic
reeded edge
Request special quote

18

2.6 mm

3.0 mm

3.2 mm

3.8 mm

